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hen our indoor
Henderson (another Ex.Pat. Brit)
announced that one of out 98/99
indoor postal event classes would
be for formulaA-6 tailless,I was intercsted.After
more thought I realised that coming in next year
was the 50th anniversary of my British recordhol<ling indoor taillcss model plan in the 1950
Aeromodeller.As a youth, I had all kinds of fun
with this model, which had been (by shear luck)
super stable flight.This m<jdel had no name ofiginally, But "Rushy" our old friend, mentor and editor, had thought of the name "Waffle" and
encouraged me to use it. So, here was the
chance to not only participate in our postal contest, but also to indulge in a bit of nostal€iiaand
re-live those Halcyon days of the 1950s!
The A-6 rules are clesigned primarily to encourage beginners, with all materials available from
the local Hobby shop.
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Rubber power only.
Total area 45 s<1.in.maximum.
Prop d i a . 6 " m a x i m u m .
Blades must be flat, not sanded to section. and untwisted.
Motor stick length 6" maximum.
No tapered or rounded wood.
No curves in outline.
wile pafts l/32".
'Wing surface outlines 1/l6"sq. min..
Ribs 1/32" sheet min.
Tissue covering only.
No exotic materials such as Boron,
Kevlar, etc.

On the Waffle 2, the motor stick is a light
piece of 3/32" x 3/16" witlr Aluminium tube
bearings and 3/32" x 1/8" stand-off bound with

fine thread and smeared with Balsa cement. My
ce ment was thinne d with acetone - 7O''/ncernent,
30% acetone.All ioints were glued using a pointed thin dowel.The rear hook is bent from 1/32"
wire ; the pointed cnd is pushed into the rear of
the motor stick, and a fillet of cyano glue applied
all over.
The wing is built flat, after which both tips
are propped up I l/4" each and the centre wellgluecl. \When dry, the main wing is covered on
the bottom surface, using lightweight Jap tissue.
Covering the under surface makes the wing scction equivalent to being reflexed - a good system
for a tailless model.The elevons are covered on
the upper surface to provide lifting section
effort. For the tissue covering, I recommeiid the
use of a UHU or equivalent gltlc stick which
does not wet the tissue.It is also easy to lift the
tissue from the outline and re-position with
another smear of the glue stick to correct minor
errors in the tisstte application. It is better to
iron the tissue flat prior to the use and then
apply it as slack as possible to prevent wing
warping, because the tissue can tighten up
when flying in very dry conditions and warp the
wing. No water shrinking nor doping is done, for
the same reason. Position and glue the wing on
to the fuselage assembly to provide the balance
point as shown on the plans. Stalling or diving
tendency is corrected by cracking the elevon
ioints; moving them up to prevent diving, or
down to prevent stalling, and then re-glue.
The original Waffle, back in 1949, had the
elevons raised at the rear by about 1/4".This latest model flies best with the elevons dead horizont]al. I don't understand how the model has
the kind of automatic stability it displays - one
would think that when bumping off a beam or
hanging light, it would dive down or stall - in
actual fact, it iust does flick and continues flying
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with very little loss of height.
My best time in a 19 feet high gym is over 3
minutes.The real handicap to even better performance is the flat, no twist prop, which is in
keeping with the A-6 rules. I feel that the times
would more than double if a helical type pitch
prop were substituted.
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